William and Mary and EVMS Early Assurance Program

The Early Assurance Program (EAP) offers outstanding and qualified undergraduate William & Mary students with an interest in a career as a Physician Assistant the opportunity to gain early assurance of acceptance into the EVMS PA Program upon completing the junior year.

If you are interested in this program it is important that you talk with the William & Mary program advisor, Dr. Ray McCoy (rwmcco@wm.edu), to schedule courses and clinical hours so you will be ready to apply for this program during the spring of the junior year. The application requirements include 500 hours of direct clinical experience. These hours must be completed by the spring of the junior year so it’s important to collect these hours as a freshman, sophomore, and junior. The type of clinical hours may include being an EMT or paramedic, clinical nurse assistant, nurse’s aide, surgical assistant, clinical/medical assistant, or other direct patient care positions. A scribe position in a hospital will also be permitted for this type of clinical experience.

For more information about this program please go to the EVMS website: https://www.evms.edu/education/masters_programs/physician_assistant_program/admissions_information/early_assurance_program/